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Are you ready to achieve more and develop your career?

Through six interactive, bite-sized online learning modules, the Life Science Access Academy
has partnered with Richard Newman, CEO of BodyTalk, to provide YOU with proven
communication techniques that will enhance yours and your team's results.

This unique learning journey totals fi�een hours of expert content, including over three hours
of self-directed learning, a full audiobook and exclusive podcasts with leading
communication skills experts.

To find out more about how the Science of Storytelling Diploma can support you and your
teams, contact us at: nigel.robbins@accessacademy.cloud
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NHS in 2023 – What can we expect?

The NHS is under extreme pressure as we
move into a new year, with a record number
of patients on waiting lists for treatment, a
workforce crisis and NHS sta� reporting
unparalleled stress and anxiety levels.

Our broad panel of experts give their
personal views and make predictions to help
you avoid the inevitable changes as the
system struggles to cope.

Find out  more

We are adding blogs and other content  to the academies regularly, so keep
checking for the latest  industry updates!

Voluntary Scheme for Branded
Medicines Pricing and Access (VPAS)

VPAS applies to branded medicines including
branded generics, in vivo diagnostics, blood
products, dialysis fluids, branded products
supplied through tenders or central
contracts and biological medicinal products.

Its aim is to promote the uptake and use of
the most cost-e�ective medicines in the
NHS, while striking a balance between
promoting innovation and ensuring patients
have access to cutting-edge therapies at an

agreed price. However, the scheme is not without controversy or criticism.

Our White Paper on this session will be available shortly.

Watch now
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Watch now

Real World Data - an OPEN Health
Masterclass

Without an evidential base, data is just data.

Chris Rolfe, a data expert, explains how the
NHS is performing against key metrics and
how Real World Data (RWD) and Real World
Evidence (RWE) can e�ectively inform
decision-making e�ectively.

Understanding how to use and translate RWD
into actionable RWE is essential to providing
critical NHS stakeholders with the insights
they need to e�ectively plan and provide for
long-term care needs.

Watch now
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Oncology NHS Update with Soar
Beyond

What has changed in this major clinical area,
and what are the policy and organisational
dynamics that those with an interest in
oncology need to be aware of?  

For this deep and informative dive into
oncology, Shailen Rao, founder and MD of
Soar Beyond, will be our guide.

Watch now
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